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ABSTRACT

The ordinary sprite generation techniques focus on cam-
era movement, accurate motion estimation, alignment, and
integration. These techniques ignore the resolution of orig-
inal images and the regenerated images from the sprite are
likely to have lower resolutions than the original ones. Es-
pecially, if the scenes have finite depth and zoom-in and
zoom-out operations occur, the segments of the scene are
captured at different resolutions. The traditional mosaic
generation methods either blur the mosaic by integrating
lower resolution segments or use unnecessary large storage
for the mosaic. The sprite pyramid (or layered sprite) al-
lows efficient storage of images or video clips of overlap-
ping scenes at different resolutions. Moreover, the images
or video frames can be reconstructed from the sprite pyra-
mid at the necessary resolutions.

1. INTRODUCTION

The introduction of the MPEG-4 [1] video standard has mo-
tivated many research fields like object segmentation and
sprite generation. The sprite generation has initially been
studied as mosaic generation [2, 3, 4, 5]. Mosaic presents a
wide picture of the environment that cannot be captured in a
single frame. Mosaics are mostly used in video summaries
and retrieval. The previous approaches have not considered
the accurate generation and efficient storage of the mosaic.
Since the sprite generation methods are based on mosaic
generation techniques, the sprite generation is a lossy pro-
cess.

Different representations of mosaics like static, dynamic
and synopsis mosaic have been investigated in [2]. A direct
method is used to align images and to generate the mosaic.
In [3], the extracted corners from images are also used for
mosaic generation. A sprite creation method based on con-
nected operators is presented in [6]. The image is repre-
sented as flat zones and pruned using a max-tree represen-
tation. There are different types of mosaic depending on
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the camera motion. If the camera is translating sideways, a
planar mosaic is generated [2, 5]. The cylindrical camera
is used for the panning camera [3]. The spherical mosaic
is generated when camera is both panning and tilting [4].
These methods do not consider forward motion or zooming
of the camera. In [7], the forward motion of the camera
is modeled and the mosaic is generated using the pipe pro-
jection. For example, the mosaics are effectively generated
shots taken from a plane or a car moving in the forward di-
rection. In this kind of videos, the depth of the scene can be
considered as infinite and projecting thin strips from images
onto manifolds is effective in the mosaic generation. If the
scene depth is finite, another method has to be applied since
an image is already included in another image. If there is a
zoom in a closed environment as in distance learning appli-
cations, the pipe projection cannot be applied properly.

In traditional mosaicing methods, mosaics are generated
by mapping onto a predetermined single space. The order of
images are important in mosaic generation. In most cases,
the images are mapped according to the first image in the
sequence. If the first image has the lowest resolution, then
a low resolution mosaic is generated and if the first image
has the highest resolution, a high resolution mosaic is gen-
erated. In the first case, if the images are generated from the
mosaic, they have have lower resolutions than those of the
originals. For example, Figure 1 gives an example of such
an image alignment where the first image has a lower res-
olution. Figure 2 shows an example of image regeneration
from a low resolution mosaic. If the first image has high
resolution, after the images are aligned, the final mosaic be-
comes huge to reserve the resolution of the first image. The
goal is to provide a method to generate mosaic without los-
ing resolution while maintaining efficient storage.

A sprite pyramid (or layered sprite) allows the regen-
eration of the video at the proper resolutions. Each layer
of the sprite pyramid corresponds to a different resolution.
The sprite pyramid allows the regeneration of different seg-
ments at different resolutions as they were captured. The
sprite pyramid is created if the scene has finite depth and
there are zoom-in and zoom-out operations.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section
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Figure 1: Image alignment for different resolutions: (a) first
image (b) new image (c) mosaic
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Figure 2: Regeneration.

2 explains the structure of the sprite pyramid. Section 3
discusses our experiments on a distance education video.
The last section concludes the paper.

2. SPRITE PYRAMID

The sprite should include every section that is visible through-
out the video sequence. If there is no a priori motion infor-
mation for a video sequence, the motion has to be estimated
between each sequential frame. We have used the high res-
olution mosaic generation algorith that is described in [8] to
reduce the blurring.

A sprite pyramid consists of L layers �����
	����� ,
where the lowest layer contains the highest resolution and
the highest layer contains the lowest resolution. Laplacian
pyramid [9] is a hierarchical way of representing an image
usually at low resolutions at the high levels and high resolu-
tions at the low levels. Each layer contains the same image
at different resolutions. Since the sprite is not viewable at all
resolutions, some layers of the sprite pyramid may contain
images having holes. Irregular shapes occurring as holes
are caused by the rotation of the camera. A hole also occurs
when a segment of an object is not captured at that reso-
lution. Existence of the holes is the main difference from

Figure 3: The sprite pyramid.

traditional image pyramids used in the literature where each
layer contains an image at different resolution. Each layer
	 of pyramid � has a zooming factor ��� . The structure of a
sprite pyramid is shown in Figure 3. The advantage of this
sprite pyramid is that it keeps all the data visible at its reso-
lution. So, when a video frame or image has to be regener-
ated, the video object is generated from the corresponding
layer having the same zooming factor.

The generation of sprite pyramid from a group of images
can be performed efficiently since the number of images are
few or the camera motion is not contiguous. In a video, the
camera motion is usually continuous. Creating a layer for
each frame is time consuming and not efficient. There are
two factors: the magnitude of zooming factor and speed of
zooming. If zooming is not significant, frames are mapped
onto the current layer. If zooming is greater than 1 and sig-
nificant, it is mapped onto the lower layer. Otherwise, it
is mapped onto the upper layer. If the storage and perfor-
mance is not important, the frames can also be mapped to
each layer. This eliminates the holes in the sprite pyramid.

In most cases, the reason of zoom-in is to focus on the
interesting object in the scene. Therefore, mapping can be
ignored until the zooming operation stops. In that case,
there is an interesting object and that scene has to be kept at
high resolution. If new parts of the scene are visible during
zooming, those regions are mapped onto the current layer
of the sprite.

All the images are aligned at their own layers. The im-
ages are also aligned at the lowest resolution. At level 0, the
mosaic contains the largest view of the scene. This mosaic
may also be used to display the big picture of the object.

3. EXPERIMENTS

To show the effectiveness of the sprite pyramid, we give
an example from a distance education application. Dis-
tance education lectures contain zoom-in and zoom-out op-
erations. Zoom-in usually happens when the instructor points
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Figure 4: Zoom operations in a lecture (a) frame 32400 (be-
fore zoom-in) (b) frame 32550 (after zoom-in) (c) frame
32900 (after zoom-out)
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Figure 5: Affine motion parameter ��� from a video clip of a
distance education video.

an important data on the board or the slide show. When
zoom-in happens, important data are displayed. When zoom-
out happens, the general view is presented. Figure 4 shows
three scenes from the lecture before zoom-in, after zoom-in
and after zoom-out.

Figure 5 displays the � � parameter of affine motion model
with respect to the initial frame in the clip. It is about 20
seconds clip starting from frame 32400 to frame 32900. We
only present � � since � � is nearly equal to ��� ; and ��� and ���
is very close to 0. In the figure, ��� , � � , � � , and �
	 are peak
points (local maxima). At these points, zoom-in reaches its
final point. These are the possible points that the significant
object is being captured at the required resolution. In the
figure, ��� , �� , ��� , and ��� are the local minima where the
zoom-out stops. In region ��� , there is a continuous zoom-
in, so this part can be ignored in sprite generation. In ��� ,
there is a continuous significant zoom-out. In region � � , � �
is very close to the neighboring local minima, i.e., � � and
� � . There is no significant zoom-in operation at this part.
In region ��� , � � and � � are very close to their neighboring
local maxima. Therefore, there is no significant zoom-out.
Region ��� focuses on the important object in the scene. In
regions ��� and � � , the general view of the environment is
shown in the clip.

If the sprite pyramid has three layers, sprites are gener-
ated for � � , ��� , and ��� , and form the layers of the sprite.
In traditional sprite generation, single sprite would be gen-
erated. Since temporal integration is performed at differ-
ent resolutions, the resolution of the sprites is not degraded
(blurred) by integration of lower resolution frames. In Fig-
ure 5, ��� at �
	 is nearly three times of ��� at ��� . If the
sprite were generated, the final sprite would be 9 (3x3) times
larger than the original frame. In this case, there are three
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Figure 6: Comparison of PSNR values for ordinary sprite
generation and from sprite pyramid.

layers of sprite: for ��� , � � , and � � . ��� and � � only con-
tributes to the sprite if they cover some segments that are
not covered in � � , ��� , and ��� . Since frames in � � , � � ,
� � , and ��� are not integrated on frames in ��� , the sprite
for ��� is not blurred by low resolution data integration.

During our experiments, we have faced problems when
using traditional mosaic generation methods. Sprite gener-
ation from the whole sequence is erroneous since the im-
age (at high resolution) is considered as a pattern in a low
resolution image. During error computation and motion pa-
rameter estimation, there are candidate regions in low reso-
lution image which give less error than the original region.
In that case, sprite cannot be generated properly and long-
term sprite generation methods [10] fail. On the other hand,
frame-based motion parameter estimation yields error accu-
mulation in sprite generation. Figure 6 shows the compar-
ison of PSNR values for the high resolution sequence of a
video by using sprite pyramid and an ordinary sprite gener-
ation technique. This figure shows the efficiency of using
sprite pyramid.

4. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we presented the sprite pyramid for videos and
images having finite-depth scenes. In applications like dis-
tance learning, zoom-in and zoom-out are common camera
operations. The original sprite is only appropriate for ap-
plications having no zooming. Traditional mosaicing tech-
niques usually ignore these basic operations and cause blurred
or very large mosaics. This problem can be resolved by
mapping the frames on a pyramid where layers show differ-
ent resolution. More importantly, this sprite pyramid model
allows the regeneration of the video frames and objects at
the resolution they were captured. If this layered represen-

tation is included in MPEG-4, it allows the regeneration of
video objects at higher resolutions. There are two ways to
incorporate this into MPEG-4: to consider each layer of the
sprite pyramid as a separate mosaic or to introduce sprite
pyramid into MPEG-4. There is a tradeoff between the
number of layers and the quality of the regenerated video.
More experiments need to be conducted to determine the
efficient number of layers of the sprite pyramid.
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